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The journey of a premed student is long, but you don't have to do it alone. As a former medical
school applicant myself, I understand what it's like to be in your shoes. This book details my
personal medical school application journey along with my strengths, weaknesses, and
shortcomings. I hope that my story and recommendations will serve as a powerful guide to your
medical school application process. Topics in this book includes: Surviving the premed weed-
out, selecting a college major, what it means to be an asian applicant, how to study for the
MCAT and CASPer tests, writing personal statement, Work&Activities, and Secondary
applications, gap year strategy, letter of recommendations, medical missions trips, extra-
curricular activities, MD vs DO, building school lists, and much more! With this book, you will
gain access to all my personal statements, Work&Activities essays, secondary essays, and
resume. Whether you are a premed student or a parent of a premed student, this book will be
the key to learning more about the application process and understanding how to find success in
the medical school application process.

From the Back CoverSie haben vor, ein MINT-Fach zu studieren und dabei das bestmögliche
Ergebnis für Ihren Einsatz zu bekommen? Dann erfahren Sie hier, wie die richtigen
Verhaltensweisen, Lernstrategien und organisatorischen Feinheiten Ihr Studienergebnis
verbessern können, indem Sie die richtigen Dinge tun und keine Energie auf Unnötiges
verschwenden. Lernen Sie:Was Sie tun müssen, wenn Sie in der Vorlesung abgehängt
werdenWie Sie optimal lernen und das nötige Wissen effizient in Ihrem Gedächtnis
verankernWie Sie sich strategisch auf eine Prüfung vorbereiten, so wie ein Spitzensportler auf
die MeisterschaftWie Sie in der Prüfung die Nervosität dämpfen und die Prüfungszeit am
effizientesten nutzenWie Sie Ihre Abschlussarbeit systematisch zu guter Qualität führenWie Sie
Ihre Arbeit interessant und überzeugend präsentierenUnd welche Dinge im
Vorstellungsgespräch besonders wichtig sindDieses Buch wird Ihnen nicht nur helfen, Ihr
Studium so effizient wie möglich zu gestalten. Es zeigt Ihnen auch zahlreiche Vorgehensweisen,
die während Ihrer gesamten beruflichen Laufbahn wichtig sein werden und in vielen Fällen für
Ihren Erfolg sogar unabdingbar sind.Über den Autor:Dr. Rainer Storn war Universitätsassistent,
viele Jahre Abteilungsleiter in verschiedenen Firmen der Hightech-Branche, gleichzeitig Dozent
im innerbetrieblichen Bildungswesen und hat 2017 den Pioneer Award vom Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) verliehen bekommen.About the AuthorDr. Rainer Storn war
Universitätsassistent, viele Jahre Abteilungsleiter in verschiedenen Firmen der Hightech-
Branche, gleichzeitig Dozent im innerbetrieblichen Bildungswesen und hat 2017 den Pioneer
Award vom Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) verliehen bekommen.
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Premed To MedHow an ordinary student can find success in the medical school application
processBy Nahee ParkPREMED TO MEDBy Nahee ParkTo my parents and siblings for their
continuoussupport throughout my premed journeyLegal Disclaimer: The author of this book has
attempted to create a comprehensive book detailing her personal experiences and advices to
students hoping to apply to medical school. Although the goal of this book is to inform and help
students learn more about how they can become a better applicant for medical school
admissions process, the information in the book should be read for informative and educational
purposes only. The author is not accountable and cannot guarantee that the contents of this
book will allow readers to have a successful medical school application process. Since the
information in this book is mostly developed by the author’s knowledge and personal
experiences, the author cannot guarantee that the advices in this book can be applied to all
students. Therefore, the readers must take full responsibility if he or she decides to use any
recommendations or information in this book. Any information taken from a third party has been
cited in the references page and should be read for informational purposes only. The author is
neither responsible for the content found in the third party nor is she endorsed with the third
parties . Although the author has made every effort to create a book with the most updated and
accurate information available, the author does not take any responsibility in its inaccuracies,
inconsistencies, errors., or misleading information found in this book.Cover Art by Camille
SanchezFollow her at @camipoopedart© 2019 by Nahee Park1st editionContentsTitle
PageChapter 1: IntroductionChapter 2: Acronym ListChapter 3: Surviving the Premed
WeedoutChapter 4: Organizing the Premed TimelineChapter 5: DO vs MD ApplicationChapter 6:
MCAT® and CASPer® PreparationChapter 7: What it Means to be an Asian ApplicantChapter
8: Global Medical Missions TripChapter 9: FinanceChapter 10: Gap YearChapter 11: Building
your Medical School ListChapter 12: Essay CollectionsChapter 13: Recommendation
LetterChapter 14: InterviewsChapter 15: Post Interview TipsChapter 16: Books to ReadChapter
17: Final WordsAbout the AuthorReferencesChapter 1: Introduction"Oh, you're taking the easy
route," was the response I received from a woman when I told her that I was a pre-med student. I
was a sophomore student at Northwestern University waiting for the campus bus to take me to
my next class. It was in the middle of winter so I remember I was bundled up in my thick coat,
scarf, and a hat to survive the cold Evanston weather. I was hopping up and down in an attempt
to warm myself when suddenly a woman behind me, who appeared to be in her 50's tapped me
on my shoulder, and asked me what I was studying at Northwestern. I answered that I was
majoring in neuroscience and was on the premed track. It was at this moment when the woman
smirked and said "Oh, you're taking the easy route." If I was having a good day, I probably would
have smiled, laughed, and went along with her. But I guess I was tired that day because I
volunteered in the hospital for 4 hours in the morning, took an exam in the afternoon, and was
waiting for the bus to take me to my physics lab which would last until 9pm. I guess my facial
expression had said it all because she found the need to explain herself, "Well, you're
guaranteed a job as long as you stay on the train." That night, I reflected on what the woman



meant by when she said "stay on the train." She was referring that the medical school process
was "easy" because I essentially had a structured "to do list' that was straight forward. All pre-
med students know that they should complete all pre-med courses, take the MCAT & Casper
test, gain clinical experience, volunteer, shadow physicians, and perform research. What she
meant was that while other non-premed students were finishing school and applying to jobs
without direction or guarantee, the pre-med students "just" had to complete a "list of to do items"
to get in the medical school which would pretty much guarantee a job in the healthcare world. If
my brain was working faster during my encounter with her, perhaps I would have said that it was
difficult hopping on the train and holding onto the train. That being said, I also agree with what
she said because premeds know exactly what they have to do before applying to medical school
in terms of what classes to enroll, what exams to take, what kind of volunteering to do, etc. Of
course, our motivation and passion for medicine has to be present. However, I guess being
premed is the "easy route" because we have "How to get into medical school" resources
available, while there are no such resources that explain "How to get hired at XXX company." In
more seriousness, welcome to the guide of a pre-med life. If you have picked up this book, I
assume that you are either a student interested in medicine, or the parent of a child who is
preparing to become a physician. Unlike many other professions where only a bachelor's degree
is required, I understand that becoming a physician is not something that you one day "decision
to take upon." To put it into perspective, applying to medical school as a competitive applicant
requires a solid GPA & MCAT score, research experience, clinical experience, community
service, letter of recommendation, leadership activities, extra-curricular involvement, primary
application, and secondary application. Medical schools are now implementing more
requirements such as the new personality test CASPer®. I'm already overwhelmed by listing all
the factors that are involved in the medical school admissions process. This exhaustive process
will truly differentiate students who are serious and committed to medicine, and those who are
really unsure of their path of becoming a physician. As you can imagine, the process of a
medical school acceptance is an extremely long journey. In order to prepare all the qualifications
joyfully, you will have to have a natural compassion to serve people in need and have a passion
in the medical field. Additionally, arming yourself with the knowledge of the entire application
process will be a valuable asset through your medical school journey. Whether you are a student
or parent, I believe that this book will be a great starting point to understand the life of a premed
student and the steps you should take for a successful medical school application journey. Since
this book shares my personal journey of the application process, please keep in mind that I am
only 1 data point and that my story is only one of many successfully stories out there; however, I
hope that my story and advices will serve as a powerful guide to your medical school application
journey. The second reason why I am writing this book is to show you that it is possible to get
into medical school as an ordinary applicant. Strictly speaking, I believe that my academic
scores lay around 60th – 75th percentile of all medical school applicants. All too many times, I
have read books or articles from admissions officers or counseling coaches that share how they



were able to support their student to "go to Harvard." After reading their stories, I was often
discouraged to find out that the Harvard applicant had scored a 525 on their MCAT, published a
renowned research study, or was armed with an incredible personal narrative that was unheard
of. While these books share great successful stories of qualified, deserving applicants, I believe
that these inflated stories are not extremely helpful for ordinary hard working students.
Therefore, I hope to share how I, an ordinary applicant, was able to receive multiple medical
school acceptances. Third, I believe that my book is different from any other "How to get into
Medical School" books because I am neither an admissions officer, nor a medical school
counselor, nor a physician. However, I believe that my story is unique and powerful because I
recently finished the application cycle and can offer perspective and personal advices that an
admissions officer will not be able to provide. Throughout my story, I share my personal
experiences, obstacles, and lessons that I have learned from the past 4-5 years of being a pre-
med student. I also offer advices that are differentiated with the symbol ♠ so you can learn from
my mistakes and avoid doing the same thing. With that being said, hop on the train, and let's
take a ride!Chapter 2: Acronym ListThere are a list of acronyms and vocabs you will come
across as you begin to understand the medical school application process. I attempt to write out
the full name of the abbreviations throughout my book as I introduce them to you; however, I
created the Acronym List so you can revert back to this page when you are confused about a
certain Acronym. I also provide a quick definition of each terms below in alphabetical
order. AAMC®: Association of American Medical Colleges®This organization runs the AMCAS
and MCAT, and represents allopathic medical schools. AACOM®: The American Association of
College of Osteopathic Medicine®This organization runs the AACOMAS, and represents
osteopathic medical schools. AACOMAS®: American Association of Colleges of Osteopathic
Medicine Application Service This is known as the common application system when applying to
osteopathic medical schools. ACGME®: The Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical
Education The members of the ACGME will review and accredit residencies and
fellowships. Allopathic Medical Schools This is the traditional medical system that most people
are familiar with. Students graduating from allopathic medical schools will receive the M.D.
degree. AMCAS®: The American Medical College Application Service This is known as the
common application system when applying to allopathic medical schools. AP: Advanced
Placement Exam taken during high school that allows students to gain college
credit CASPer®: Computer-Based Assessment for Sampling Personal Characteristics An
admission test that measures subjective characteristics such as communication, empathy,
ethics, and professionalism COCA®: Commission on Osteopathic College
Accreditation Members of the CCOA will review and accredit osteopathic medical
schools. COMLEX®: Comprehensive Medical Licensing Examination Osteopathic students
must complete the Complex exams in order to receive the practicing license. D.O: Doctor of
Osteopathic Medicine Students graduating from Osteopathic Medical Schools will receive a D.O
degree. EFC: Effective Family Contribution EFC is the realistic amount that the student's family



or parents are willing to contribute to the student's college expense. EFC will be considered in
the overall financial loans. FAFSA®: The Free Application for Federal Student Aid A financial
form applied to receive federal aid including loans, work-study opportunities, and
grants. FAP®: Fee Assistance Program Run by AAMC, students eligible for FAP will receive
financial assistance such has free MCAT exam & free medical school applications. GPA: Grade
Point Average A method of measuring academic achievement during the undergraduate
career cGPA: cumulative grade point average (total GPA earned in college) sGPA: science grade
point average (GPA only measured from science courses) LCME®: Liaison Committee on
Medical Education Members of the LCME will review and accredit allopathic medical
schools. LOR: Letter of Recommendation Medical schools will require students to submit
recommendation letters from professors, advisers, research mentors, etc. MCAT®: The Medical
College Admission Test A standardized entrance exam that must be complete before applying to
medical school There are 4 sections that comprise the exam: Chem/Phys: Chemical and
Physical Foundations of Biological Systems CARS: Critical Analysis and Reasoning Skills Bio/
Biochem: Biological and Biochemical Foundations of Living Systems Psych/Soc: Psychological,
Social, and Biological Foundations of Behavior M.D.: Medical Degree Students graduating from
Allopathic Medical Schools will receive a M.D degree. MS: Medical StudentMSAR®: The
Medical School Admissions Requirements Online database from AAMC that allows students to
search information of all allopathic medical schools OMM: Osteopathic Manipulative
Medicine This curriculum is taught to students in osteopathic medical schools. Students learn
how to make noninvasive skeletal adjustments to realign with the natural body. OOS: Out of
State Out of state students are applicants who are applying to a medical school that is not
located in their state of permanent residence. There may be several pros and cons to being a
OOS student for each medical school. ORM: Over-represented in Medicine Osteopathic
Medical Schools Students in Osteopathic medical schools receive training in manipulation.
Graduation from an Osteopathic medical school will grant a D.O degree. PR: Princeton
Review A third party college admission service company that offers test preparation services,
consulting, admissions resources, and interview preparation services. Secondary
Application After a primary application has been sent through the AMCAS, schools will decide
whether to give a secondary application invitation to students. Secondary applications will
include essay questions to understand more about the applicant. USMLE®: United States
Medical Licensing Exam Allopathic students must pass 3 USMLE step exams in order to receive
their practicing license W&A: Work and Activities A section of the primary application that allows
students to list and explain all previous experiences WL: Waitlist After interviewing, students may
be placed in a waitlist. This decision is neither an acceptance nor a rejection. A student in waitlist
may be accepted a seat was withdrawn by an accepted student. Chapter 3: Surviving the
Premed WeedoutYou finally leaped over the first hurdle of being accepted to an undergraduate
institution and thought you were one step closer to becoming a physician. You were excited to
attend your first college class and walked into a 300 seat Chemistry lecture room. Let me guess,



you were also instantly overwhelmed by the number of students who raised their hand after the
professor asked "How many of you guys are premed?" I'm sure the next statement that was
made by your professor was to "run away while you could." I remember attending my first
chemistry course and was surprised to see an exhausting number of premed students. The
professor announced to the crowd of 150 students that half the students would be "weeded out."
Of course, all the pre-med students, including me, were probably thinking that it was certainly
not us who would be weeded out. You are probably aware of the term "weeding out." Whether
colleges weed out students directly or indirectly, all colleges will weed out premed students.
Meaning, the number of premed students will drop substantially every semester because they
could not pass the class, give up after taking a few classes, or decide to pursue another wanted
career. Colleges will weed students out for numerous reasons: Colleges want to increase their
"medical school matriculation percentage."The only way to do this is to weed out students so
that only competitive students will even think about applying to medical school. For example,
Northwestern Pre-health advisers state that 75% of students with a GPA of 3.5 will be accepted
to at least 1 medical school1. Of course, these 75% of students are not referring to the freshman
pre-med students, but rather, this is referring to the number of students who survived through
the weeding out process, completed the MCAT, and were applying to medical school. Therefore,
be cautious when you hear admission officers advertising how well they send students to
medical school.On a more humanistic level, colleges want to ensure that students are prepared
and also have the passion to attend medical school.I have many friends who were premed either
because their parents wanted them to be premed, or they were unsure what other opportunities
were available. A weeding out process will allow these students to realize the path of becoming
a physician is not for them. If you are a student who is compassionate, dedicated to medicine,
and believe that this is the right profession for you, then your initial goal as a freshman and
sophomore student is to survive the weed out process. In my opinion, sustaining a minimum
GPA of 3.7 will be crucial to be a competitive medical school applicant. Premed
RequirementsThere are premed course requirements that you will need successfully complete
before matriculating into medical school. Are you taking appropriate courses? Are you taking
advanced coursework? The key to planning your course schedule is to proactively seek
information and understand admission requirements. By visiting MSAR (Medical School
Admission Requirements) or the Osteopathic Medical College Information Booklet, you can see
the detailed course requirements of each school. I advise you to update yourself on all the
necessary prerequisite information to avoid any delays or setbacks in the future. It is
recommended to complete these prerequisite courses prior to applying to medical schools as
evidence that you are competent in these basic courses. Additionally, completing these courses
prior to taking the MCAT will ensure that you develop a strong foundation to do well on the
test. The basic pre-med requirements will normally include the following2: General Chemistry (1
year + lab)Organic Chemistry (1 year + lab)Biology (1 year + lab)Biochemistry (1
course)Physics (1 year + lab)Math (2 semesters calculus + 1 statistics course)English (1



year)Behavioral and Social Sciences (1 year)♠ Most medical schools will accept AP credit, but
some may require or recommend you to take upper level coursework. There are also numerous
medical schools that do not accept AP or IB credits. Additionally, not all medical schools have
the same requirements. Therefore, buy the MSAR resource from the AAMC website to know
school-specific requirements. It would be a shame to not be able to apply to your dream schools
just because you did not fulfill their course requirements!Choosing your MajorChoosing a major
may be one of your most important decision to make as an undergraduate student. While many
pre-med advisers will say that you can pursue any major as a pre-med student, I believe that
some majors are better than others. As always, "pre-med" is not a major. Will a certain major
look better to medical school admissions? It is generally assumed that your major will not play a
huge factor in influencing the admission's decision. While students will recognize that some
majors will be more difficult than others, you should not expect to be compensated for a lower
GPA because your major is "harder." Always keep in mind that your major will not matter as
much as your GPA. I encourage students to choose a major that interests them, and that they
can do well in, rather than choosing a major to put it on the resume. Majoring in a unique major
such as theatrical arts, philosophy, or architecture may be interesting to the admissions officers
and also would be an interesting topic to talk about during your interviews. However, these
majors will not necessary put you at an advantage. In addition, if you decide to major in
something unique, be prepared to answer the interview question, "Why did you decide to major
in XXX?," especially if it has nothing to do with your passion in medicine. What is the most
common pre-med major? Biology is by far, the most common pre-med major. It is not surprising
that many students choose to major in biology considering that it is the main basis of medical
principles; however, more students are starting to major in non-science majors such as
psychology, sociology, math, or even engineering. Some students believe that majoring in
biology will help prepare them for the MCAT. However, AAMC performed a study called "MCAT
and GPAs for Applicants and Matriculants to U.S. Medical Schools by Primary Undergraduate
Major 2018-2019" which displayed that students who majored in biology did not necessarily
perform better on the biological section of the MCAT3. In fact, there was not a statistically
significant correlation between a student's undergraduate major and his/her performance on any
section in the MCAT. The following graphs taken from the AAMC data collection display the
MCAT section scores of students who were accepted to medical school. (Adapted from: AAMC
Table A-17: MCAT and GPAs for Applicants and Matriculants to U.S. Medical Schools by Primary
Undergraduate Major, 2018) www.aamc.org/download/321496/data/factstablea17.pdfTherefore,
I encourage you to look into other majors especially if you have other interests. I majored in
neuroscience because I have always been interested in cognition, sleep, and behaviors. I
thought my classes were far more interesting than my friend's biology classes, so I enjoyed
every single class! While choosing a major will not impact your MCAT score or a medical school
admissions, I am most certain that choosing a major of your interest will boost your GPA since
you will have an internal motivation to study harder and attend office hours. What is the



difference between cumulative GPA and science GPA? There are two different types of GPA
(cumulative GPA and science GPA) that will be calculated in your application. Cumulative GPA
(cGPA) is the overall GPA based on all courses taken throughout the student's college career.
Science GPA (sGPA) represents the GPA based on only a select number of courses. The
science GPA for allopathic programs include all courses in chemistry, biology, neuroscience,
physics, and math. The science GPA for osteopathic programs include all courses in biology,
chemistry, neuroscience, and physics only. Therefore, it is important to do well in your science
courses as well as your non-science courses. Thoughts on selecting a non-science major? I
believe that majoring in a non-science is beginning to gain popularity. While I discussed that
there is no one major that will help students get into medical school, I believe that selecting a
non-science major allows the admissions officers to understand that you are a well-rounded
student, of course, only if he/she can excel on their MCAT and science pre-requisite courses.
This is likely due to admissions reviewing an applicant's application in a holistic manner.
However, there a few things to know before deciding on a non-science major. First of all, make
sure you are aware of the basic prerequisite classes for medical schools. You may need to make
extra room in your schedule to take requirements for your major as well as complete the medical
school prerequisites. In order to graduate on time, you may need to take classes during the
summer or take more academic courses than the average student. This is why I personally
respect pre-med students who are music majors or dance majors. I think it's incredible for them
to fulfill their major courses, attend rehearsals, put on performances, as well as completing all
pre-med prerequisites. Why do I recommend students to major in sciences? Personally
speaking, I believe majoring in sciences is easier for pre-med students for two reasons. First, as
a science major, taking science courses will not only fulfill your science major requirements, but
it will also fulfill the pre-med requirements at the same time. Talk about killing two birds with one
stone! Since one course is fulfilling multiple requirements, it is easier to graduate on time, or
even earlier. Second, a student majoring in sciences will likely have a better science GPA than a
student majoring in a non-science. Due to the rigors of the pre-med prerequisites which includes
chemistry, biology, organic chemistry, biochemistry, and physics, a student's freshman and
sophomore science GPA will likely be low. Luckily, I found that my junior and senior science
courses were much easier to get an A (because the weeding out process was over). Since I
maintained a 4.0 during all my junior and senior classes, this significantly increased my overall
science and cumulative GPA. If a student majors in non-sciences, then they will most likely not
take additional science courses during their junior and senior year. If they did poorly in their
premed prerequisite class during their freshman and sophomore year, then they will have fewer
opportunities to raise their science GPA compared to a student who is majoring in a science
field. Surviving the Premed TrackPremed Curriculum AdviceMy personal advice to you is to take
all the premed courses at your undergraduate institution rather than using AP or IB credit to test
out of introductory courses. Although you may have received a 5 on your AP exam which gives
you the option of testing out of courses, I believe it is beneficial to take the college premed



courses. For the purposes of clarity, I will provide a specific example. At Northwestern University,
two different levels of chemistry (a pre-med prerequisite) is offered: introductory Chemistry and
Advanced Chemistry. Students who do not place out of chemistry will take introductory
Chemistry which lasts 3 quarters. Students who received a 3 or higher on the chemistry AP
exam can choose to take Advanced Chemistry which is only 2 quarters. Students who received
a 5 on the chemistry AP exam can place out of the entire chemistry sequence and jump right
into Organic Chemistry. Let's go through each of the scenario in more detail: Student Group A
takes Introductory Chemistry Student group A consists of students who either did not take the
chemistry AP exam, did not score high enough on the Chemistry AP exam, or decided to take
Introductory Chemistry despite scoring high on the AP exam. Since Introductory Chemistry is 3
quarters long and easier than the advanced chemistry course, this gives students the possibility
to receive 3 A's that will be added to the science GPA. Student Group B takes Advanced
Chemistry Student group B consists of students who took the Chem AP and received a 3 or
higher. Since Advanced Chemistry is only 2 quarters, students who do well can receive 2 A's.
However, since Advanced Chemistry is more difficult than Introductory Chemistry, students will
have to work harder to receive an A in the course. Student Group C places out of Inorganic
Chemistry and takes Organic Chemistry Student group C consists only of students who
received a 5 on the chemistry AP exam. They decided to place out of Inorganic Chemistry and
jump straight into organic chemistry either as a freshman or sophomore student. Some students
will own it and do well. However, for the majority of students, I believe that the decision to place
out of Inorganic Chemistry and go straight to Organic Chemistry is a wrong choice. For the
purposes of maintaining a high GPA, a student needs as many A's as they can get. If a student
received a score of 5 on the chemistry AP exam, this means they have a very strong
understanding of inorganic chemistry. If students decide to place out of Inorganic Chemistry
using their AP credit, then they do not have the opportunity to "collect A's" from the Inorganic
Chemistry courses. Although these students are not guaranteed to receive an "A' in inorganic
chemistry, I believe that they are likely to receive A's in Inorganic Chemistry because they were
able to score a 5 on the chemistry AP exam. Taking organic chemistry right off the bat means
that student group C will most likely take upper level chemistry courses in which it is no longer
"an easy A." Disclaimer: I believe that students should challenge themselves and take difficult
courses to enhance their knowledge and deepen their critical thinking skills. We shouldn't waste
neither our college time nor tuition money by taking easy courses. However, I provide this
example purely from the perspective of what we can do in order to maintain a high
GPA. Students who immediately take organic chemistry are more prone to do poorly. Although
student group C did well in the chemistry AP exam, I promise you that college chemistry is more
difficult than the chemistry AP exam. Student group A and B have already experienced the rigors
of college chemistry and thus, are more prone to do better than student group C in organic
chemistry. Many students who decide to take Organic Chemistry during their freshman year
drop out and end up retaking this course during their sophomore year. Therefore, I encourage



students to take Inorganic Chemistry at your undergraduate institution prior to taking Organic
Chemistry. ♠ I am sharing this personal analysis to show that students who come to college with
numerous AP tests and place out of numerous courses are not necessarily at an advantage
when applying to medical school. While some students take harder courses to "show admission
officers that they can handle rigorous courses," this only works if they do well in those courses. If
you continuously receive a B or C in rigorous courses, this will impact you more negatively. In my
example, I was very strategic with having the best GPA. Although I was told numerous times that
my grades were not the end all be all, I have to tell you, GPA is extremely important and it will
truly define you as a candidate. Therefore, while taking rigorous courses is important, receiving a
higher GPA is more important. At the same time, I wanted to be academically challenged.
Therefore, I decided to take "Advanced Chemistry" rather than Introductory
Chemistry. According to the Northwestern Health Professions Advising office, the acceptance
rate by science GPA for first-time Northwestern applicants in 2017 is shown in the table below1.
Please keep in mind that these numbers are students who survived the weeding out process,
took the MCAT, and were certain that they wanted to pursue a career in medicine. sGPA > 3.2:
75% sGPA > 3.4: 80% sGPA > 3.6: 88% sGPA> 3.8: 100%Applying to Medical
School. Northwestern University HPA. (n.d.)Now, I don't know about you, but I see a clear
correlation here. Although medical schools are now emphasizing their "holistic application"
process where GPA is only a part of the factor, I encourage you to maintain at least a 3.7 GPA by
the time you apply to medical school. In order to maintain a good GPA, you will have to be smart
about what courses you choose and when you take those courses. I personally took all my
premed classes as a freshman and sophomore in college and didn't do so well on my premed
courses. Now looking back, I wish I had spread them out. Studying BehaviorsA fun fact about
me is that I have never pulled an all-nighter, and I do not plan on ever pulling an all-nighter.
Honestly, this fact should not be a shocker because it is not necessary (especially in college).
My advice is to stay organized and don't procrastinate. Stay on top of your homework including
problem sets, lab reports, and daily readings. If you see that you are either falling behind, or
having difficulty understanding material, get help. Most schools have free tutoring programs that
can provide resources and individual teaching time. Attend TA (teaching assistant) or professor's
office hours. They are supplying free time for you, and you need to take advantage of
it. However, if you find yourself truly struggling in a course, it might be worth dropping the course
if it is before the drop-deadline. If you decide to drop a course after the drop deadline, this will
result a "withdrawal" in your course transcript which is the worst option (unless you have a
legitimate reason to withdraw a course). Be studious and attend office hours! Who knows, you
might be needing to ask them for a letter of recommendation later.Have Fun Don't forget to have
fun. I'm sure there will be hundreds of fun electives to take while in college. Even though you are
probably stressing about your chemistry course, I encourage you to take electives you are
genuinely interested in. This will make studying a lot easier and make your premed track a little
more exciting. Some unique courses that I decided to take was Russian literature (which was



deemed a "must take" course at Northwestern University), Korean Diaspora, New Testament,
Buddhist Psychology, and Social Psychology. If I did not graduate early, I would have wanted to
take classes in acting, drawing, or ceramics. Even though I said that your GPA matters, don't let
this prevent you from taking challenging classes that you're interested in. Also, try not to take too
many "blow off" classes where you won't be learning anything. Think about it this way, you are
paying expensive tuition. Why waste it on "astronomy 101" when you can be taking a much
harder course with more output? Find new horizons you didn't even knew existed and enjoy your
college years. It's going to fly and might as well enjoy it. Possible Plan B It is normal for any
premed student to question if they should pursue medicine. Whether you are confident about
your path to medicine or not, it is smart to have a Plan B in case your original plan is interrupted.
This doesn't mean that you need to double major in another field. Although, students who are
premed and also majoring in engineering or economics will have a more straightforward Plan B.
Unfortunately, if you are a student who is majoring in the sciences and don't want to do research
as your future career, identifying a Plan B can be trickier. ♠ When I was a sophomore student, I
started to freak out about my MCAT and was wondering what I could do with my life if I didn't
score well on the test. Since I was a neuroscience major, I knew that performing research would
have been an option; however, I knew that I did not want to do research for the rest of my life.
Therefore, I looked into other healthcare options such as pharmacy or dentistry. To understand
the daily work of a pharmacist, I decided to shadow pharmacists and learned more about
pharmacy school. This process was especially important for me because I realized that
pharmacy wasn't for me. I also knew that dentistry wasn't something I particularly wanted to do.
Luckily, the more I learned about other healthcare options, the more I wanted to pursue
medicine. Therefore, my plan B was to also apply to Osteopathic medicine schools due to their
lower MCAT average scores. My plan C was to become a physician assistant if I was rejected
from allopathic (MD) and osteopathic (DO) medical schools. Extracurricular Activities/Resume
BuildingBefore I discuss the different components in a medical school application, I believe it's
important to discuss "the checklist." As I have discussed before, many students believe that they
can be a competitive candidate if they fulfill requirements in research, clinical volunteer,
community service, teaching assistant, etc. While having these experiences under your belt will
pose as a great advantage compared to applicants who were not involved in these activities,
premed students will sometimes pursue opportunities merely to buff up their medical school
resumes. However, if you pursue an extracurricular activity that you do not have interest in, this
time spent will not only be miserable and stressful to you, but admissions officers will know that
you were just trying to check the boxes. More specifically, even though you are involved in an
impressive opportunity, if you are not able to relay that experience in a way that demonstrates
your passion and your motivation to pursue medicine, then it's not going to be as impressive as
you think it will be. Medical school admissions officers review thousands of applicants each year
which means they will know how to differentiate candidates who are genuine and those who are
not. On the other hand, most proactive pre-med students will have many extra-curricular



activities they will want to participate in. The key to balancing academics with extra-curricular
activities is to limit yourself. ♠ When I was in high school, I wanted to immerse in every extra-
curricular activity I was interested in. I refused to limit myself in the number of activities because I
didn't want to miss out on a cool experience. Therefore, I involved myself in over 10 different
extra-curricular activities as a high school student. Even though I was heavily involved in about 5
activities, I believe that I spread myself too thin for the rest of the clubs. Therefore, as an
undergraduate student, I decided to limit myself on the quantity of clubs and increase my
participation and leadership instead. ♠As a general rule of thumb, it is best to immerse in
diverse types of activities to become a well-rounded applicant. I divided each activity that you
can participate in college in terms of "Required, Highly recommend, and generally
recommend." RequiredHighly RecommendGenerally RecommendResearchLeadership
position in Medical-based Club Leadership position in Non-Medical-based Club Clinical
ExperienceTeaching Assistant/Mentor/TutorSports (Varsity, IM, club) or Music Physician
ShadowingCommunity ServiceWith that being said, I list a couple of noteworthy experiences
and opportunities that you should think about doing during your college experience. Do not feel
compelled to accomplish all the activities that I mention below. Remember, it is best to
participate in an activity for a longer period of time than to do multiple short-term
events. EDUCATION/ACADEMICSHighschool/College - Major/Minor Cumulative GPA &
Science GPA MCAT Test Scores Study Abroad Teaching Assistant
Positions AWARDSResearch Grant Scholarship awards Merit based awards RESEARCH
(Paid, Unpaid)Research Projects Research Oral or Poster Presentation Publications
LEADERSHIP EXPERIENCESExtra-curricular Activities (during college) Programs (outside
college) Employment NON-LEADERSHIP EXTRA-CURRICULUAR ACTIVITIESSport Clubs
Tutoring/Mentoring SERVICE OUTREACHExtra-curricular Activities that are community
service-based Long Term outreach Church Philanthropic events in Sorority or
Fraternity International medical missions trip (attend more than once) CLINICAL EXPERIENCES
(Unpaid)Shadowing Experiences (50-100 hours of various specialties) Hospital Volunteer
(50-100 hours of various departments) Certifications (EMT-B, technician) CLINICAL
EXPERIENCES (Paid)Medical Scribe, EMT-B, technician,
phlebotomy) MISCELLANEOUSLanguage Fluency Musical Talents Cool certifications Military
Service  Hobbies  
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PL, “Great overview of a life as a premed. The book is a thorough account of the author's pre-
med journey at Northwestern. It covers many aspects personal to the author typically not
covered in other books (applying as an Asian applicant, the role of global health trip), and I
found it extremely helpful in preparing and framing my application. I highly recommend it for
students at any step of their premed journey.”

hong ki cha, “Super helpful. I am a pre-med student right now and this book has amazing
content to guide me through the next 4 years. I have been reading this book to educate myself
and reading it makes me feel prepared for what is to come!”
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